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A TRIBUTE TO PLUMSAnnie Virginia Robertson

I think your father knows I can unlace what is haunted in you,
I can pull the IV from your memory
and nurse you back to moth wings.
You are not as gossamer as their powdered bodies,
though your parents would bind you to iron,
thinking you are, thinking I am what sickens you unsoft.
But my sickness is nectar –– come,
pull the color from my neck.
I think I could hear your mother’s muscles breathe
a little the day you told her my name, though it will take
some summers full of my voice for her to realize I am
what you’ve been calling for in your sleep.
My name is as open as evening. I am still leaning into you.
Your mother’s lungs still won’t release me for some time.
You left my skin a tribute to plums,
come blushing from the mouth of summer.
The fireflies were filled with chlorine and the notion
that we were falling into a green spell.
This morning you left with snowsmoke
coming off your clothes, but I met you graced by sweat
and last night I held you into grace by sweat.
It smells like July and the fireflies are dreaming in purple.

Annie Virginia Robertson is a Southern runaway coming upon her last semester at Sarah
Lawrence College where she is studying poetry. She is a vigilante and a teddy bear. She is
currently applying for teaching positions and wilderness therapy field positions, even though her
mother is afraid of what lurks in the woods. Her work is published in The Dead Mule School of
Southern Literature, The Literary Bohemian, and is upcoming in Sibling Rivalry Press's queer
South anthology.



THE LONELY ONE IN THE BACKSarah Ghoshal

I don’t remember why we picked this town. We’ve been driving for a
long time. The east to west stretch of Pennsylvania could drive
anyone mad. Last night at 3 am, I found myself poking my head out
the window like a dog on Route 80, blasting Metallica. It’s Sunday
and so much of this town is dead. I see a closed deli, a closed car dry
cleaner, a closed ice cream shop, a closed boutique, a closed brewery,
an open bar, and one open retail store called Waterbeds ‘n Stuff. We
save the bar for last.
Upon entering the waterbed store, we are hard pressed to find any
waterbeds. The place is as open and wide and far back as a
warehouse and our voices echo. We see bongs in every color, every
shape you can imagine. We see pipes and rolling papers and black
light posters and a lifesized cutout of Bob Marley, like the ones that
stand in every shop in Montego Bay. There are bongs shaped like
fish, like birds, like words and faces. There are tools for smoking pot
that I never even knew existed – tiny clips and special spray and
vaporizers.
Finally, Rob spots it like Waldo in the far back, in the left back
corner. A waterbed. It has yellow stains. It looks lonely in the back
of all this wonder.

Sarah Ghoshal's work has been featured in publications such as Press 1, Brooklyn
Paramount, The Fat City Review, Adanna Literary Journal and OVS Magazine, among others.
She earned her M.F.A. from Long Island University. She has a memoir available on Amazon
and most recently had three poems accepted for publication in the Burningword Literary
Journal. This poem comes from her most recent book of prose poetry, Peaceful Monster, which is
currently under review for publication.



TITLESEssie Linzy

The family calls my Girlfriend
my girl. Friend.
Like we are spaced out.
Like we are just two periods.
Like we have never been close enough
to have seen each other bleed.
Like.we.can.be.separated
through punctuation.
Like at night I don’t turn her
whole body into an exclamation mark.

Essie Linzy is a twotime Indy finalist of the Louder than a Bomb annual teen poetry slam
competition. She is an emerging teaching artist at Young Chicago Authors.



NADAPat HanahoeDosch

You set the cups of coffee
on the table by the rolls of flatware and paper napkins.
White, thick plastic mugs filled
with what looks like cedar water, brown, with a slight
sheen of oil glazing the surface.
The women don’t look at you.
The men just glance quickly to see
if you’re pretty. They don’t look
at your eyes. You write their wishes
on a small square of paper
and clip it to the window
of the kitchen where the cook will
grant their requests
but with more grease and salt than they expect.
This is not a clean, welllighted place.
You imagine them driving away
to a mile long, three story brick house
with a fountain in the front yard – say a ceramic one
with frogs around the bowl, spouting clear water –
and maybe leaving
enough of a tip so you could
get a bus ticket and spend a week
on a beach in Florida.
The snow here is black with dirt
and packed into piles of ice that won’t melt
until late March: obstacles to walking, the beauty
of snow on the covers of Christmas cards
has long been buried under the carbon of car exhaust,
factory exhalations and mud from tires.
It’s January and already winter
has become a cliché from a bad novel.
This diner only offers
heat from the kitchen and the manager’s
bad temper. It’s warm enough,
but not enough to break curse of gray sleet,



slippery walks, roads and gutters
sputtering with snow melt. But
the tip is not enough even for
a glass of sangria after work
in the bar across the street. You will have to settle
for the beer one of the other regulars
will buy you, again, as he does, every night,
even though you never do more than say, “Thanks.”

Pat HanahoeDosch has an MFA from the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona, and is
currently an Associate Professor of English at Harrisburg Area Community College, Lancaster
campus. Her poems have been published in The Atticus Review, Confrontation, The Red River
Review, San Pedro River Review, Red Ochre Lit, Nervous Breakdown, Quantum Poetry
Magazine, The Paterson Literary Review, Abalone Moon, Switchedon Gutenberg, and
Paterson: The Poets’ City (an anthology edited by Maria Mazziotti Gillan), among others.
Articles of hers have appeared in Travel Belles, On a Junket, and Wholistic Living News. Her
flash fiction story “Serendip” was published in the In Posse Review, #31. Her story “Sighting
Bia” was selected as a finalist for A Room of Her Own Foundation's Orlando Prize for Flash
Fiction. Her book, Fleeing Back, published by FutureCycle Press, is available through
futurecyclepress.org or Amazon.com.
When she turned 30, she sold or gave away most of what she owned, stored her books, car and
few other things with a friend, and backpacked all around Southeast Asia. Later, she taught for
six years overseas for the University of Maryland’s overseas programs on military bases around
the world, including Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Bosnia, Turkey, Egypt, Germany, Spain, and
Okinawa, Japan, and traveled throughout those parts of the world. After returning to the US,
she taught at various colleges in Washington D.C., Chicago, Vineland and Paterson, NJ, before
finally settling down in Lancaster, PA, to teach at HACC (a very unfortunate acronym she hopes
has not worked any malicious influence on her).
She considers poetry her greatest passion and the only thing she has every truly committed to in
her life (though she tells her friends and family she is working on developing her ability to
commit to people).



ON THE PHONE WITH A FORMER LOVERHaley Dean

“How do you like living in Boston?” I ask
though really I am thinking of your chestnut hair that you never
wore very well, the freckles under your pale eyes, pink lips like raw
skin that didn’t call attention to themselves, how I haven’t seen you
in three years. I am thinking of the day you moved the living room
furniture on to the lawn, when we sat on the couch to watch the
world instead of television, drank honey ale from brown bottles, and
I felt your fingers stroking my leg for days after. I am thinking of
how some things just want to break, like holding your hand the
spaces not fitting, like looking at you and seeing someone else’s eyes.
I am thinking of how I always knew I would leave, how your laugh
still makes me glad to know you, thinking of when I tried to love you
but.

Haley Dean has previously been published in the magazine Kindred, and is currently pursuing
her MFA in poetry at Chatham University. She was raised in Maryland but has been hopping
all around the East Coast the past few years. In her spare time, she also enjoys modern dance,
fostering kittens, and traipsing around in vintage dresses.



UNTITLED IAmy Silbergeld

this was in fact
the closest to dying out
the closest to being nowhere really
everywhere night tractates
yes i was nodding yes
i was out my love
eslkan minn you gave me a moon
a month lightness beds light
sad like you want the best for me
you gave me everything
mostly us cosleeping
i comefrom a poor country
i come from a poor country
where mostly we sleep
it’s true we sleep so well
lightness bends darkness too
night bends you
who taught you to cosleep
was it your mother
my mother’s sleep which isn’t sleep
at all let’s say we know about that
i come from a rich family
where mostly we slept
it’s true we slept so well



it’s true i live uptown
my skin is so american
i come from sleep
my mother is a picture of death
i think my mother
is a picture of death
too hot to sleep
she says that new york summer
doesn’t tolerate
i know some things
about summer it has a temper
who doesn’t

Amy Silbergeld is the author of Rape Joke (Tired Hearts Press, 2013) and RAINN: A Novel
(Freke Räiha Forlag, forthcoming). Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Fence, NAP,
Gertrude, and elsewhere. She holds an MFA from Columbia and lives in New York.



Noushin Arefadib is an Australian Iranian poet, photographer, and human rights activist.
She has worked in the area of development for over 10 years.



LOLAJanice Sapigao

Your place looks Oriental, Lola said when she visited my house
for the first time. I looked at her, puzzled with my lips pushing against
each other. Lola was my best friend. In my house, in my language, Lola
means Grandmother. In my house, we knew ourselves different.

The way I talked to Lola was not how I talked to my lola. With
Lola, my words stand upright and understandable like good
handwriting. With Lola, my handwriting is silent, calm and it takes its
time.

With my lola, words in English do not do enough work for us.
With my lola, I have to choose my words carefully or else she will not
understand. If I could, I would erase my conversations and start over
like I can in English. In my language, my words move, deport, I can
send them away, to somewhere far, where they will be waiting hungrily
for a home, for a family.

In English, I think grandmother takes too long to say how special
a lola actually is. The word grandmother travels too long a distance,
practically a lifetime, heaves multiple breaths, loses sleep, sometimes
lasts past death, to immigrate from my tongue towards home.

My best friend, Lola, competes with me. Her cursive, smiles and
her thoughts run faster than mine. Her name, Lola, means ‘sorrows’
and ‘racy woman.’ Women who work fast know the importance of time.
They know the importance of importance. They have to pick their words
quickly. The sound, ‘loh’ means look down before the flick of ‘lah’ means
look up. How quickly that happens. How fast your tongue must switch
to have her.

In my language, lola is succinct. The dip ‘lo’ mean she’s coming
and you better watch out, and the stretch of ‘la’ means she is here, look,
she is that special person right there in a duster dress that I am
pointing at with my lips, my lola.

Lola means strength. Lola means friendship. Lola sleeps a lot
and does not know about Lola because she is not supposed to be here.
Lola remembers and says what she sees but sometimes we use different
words for the same thing. Sometimes she means well and forgets that I
am quiet with words I don’t like.

Janice Sapigao is a Pinay poet, writer and educator born and raised in San Jose, CA. She
earned her MFA in Critical Studies/Writing from CalArts. She cofounded an open mic in Los
Angeles called the Sunday Jump (www.facebook.com/thesundayjump). She currently lives in
the Bay Area and teaches at Skyline College and San Jose City College. Please visit her website
at janicewrites.com.



BETWEEN TIDESRena Rossner

my fertile crescent
is marked by the moon
where white tattoos
stretchmarkthin
ripple across a fleshy sea
three children belly danced
out of this womb
and two fought me
the primal surge
that pulsed and beckoned
them, the grief
too much to bear
christened by blood
of my blood, cut out
so much can happen
in that dark space
between tides

Rena Rossner is a graduate of the Writing Seminars program at Johns Hopkins University,
Trinity College Dublin and McGill University. She works as a foreign rights and literary agent
at the Deborah Harris Agency in Jerusalem, Israel. Her poetry and short fiction has been
published or is forthcoming from The Dr. T.J. Eckleburg Review, The Rampallian, Poetica
Magazine, MiPoesias, Ascent Aspirations, The 22 Magazine, Fade Poetry Journal,
Exterminating Angel Press, Full of Crow and The Prague Revue, among others. Her cookbook
Eating the Bible is forthcoming from Skyhorse Publishing. Her first novel is out on submission.



EVEN BEFORE THE POND FROZELyn Lifshin
there were traces, even before blood
leaves fell from the oak, the feathers
began to move closer. There were always
some in the grass the mallards and wild
geese grazed in. But these were totally
white, smelling vaguely of roses. First
I thought the scent was my own skin. Or the
tea roses in the garden. But something wilder
mixed in. I could feel a shadow, even in the
brightest light, something like me but not
me. Sometimes in the mirror, I feel her pale
eyes right behind me like a daughter I never
chose. If I knew Morse code, maybe I’d have
understood the tapping on glass at night. One
morning an envelope with no postage appeared on
the stairs and handwriting I had to put up
to the mirror to read said, “Leda’s daughter,”
and I thought of the feathers rising up
thicker, piling against lawn chairs on the deck
until the sun goes. I think of a woman raped
by a swan, her face white as lilies. Some
thing dissolving the way men melted, snow on
the battlefields in Fredericksburg. The
flutter of wings and claws become shadows,
the deepest black. Even now, this long later,
it flutters over the grass, wild to
soar above earth her mother was ground into,
to use the wings that used her, soar above
everything she’s heard the stories of to
redefine ravishing

Lyn Lifshin has published over 140 books and chapbooks and edited three anthologies of
women's writing, including Tangled Vines, which stayed in print 20 years. She has several
books from Black Sparrow Books. Her web site, www.lynlifshin.com, shows the variety of her
work from the equine books The Licorice Daughter: My Year with Ruffian and Barbaro: Beyond
Brokenness to recent books about dance: Ballroom, Knife Edge and Absinthe: The Tango
Poems. Other new books include For the Roses: Poems for Joni Mitchell; All The Poets Who
Touched Me; A Girl Goes Into The Woods; Tangled as the Alphabet: The Istanbul Poems.
Forthcoming in 2014: Secretariat: The Red Freak, The Miracle; Malala; and Luminous Women:
Enheduanna, Scheherazade and Nefertiti.



TO THE WOMEN OF JUCHITAN WHOHAVE CONSIDERED LIFE WHENPATRIARCHY IS NOT ENOUGHDeja Carr

We trade in Whale Blubber for Vaseline
Squeeze our Wide tree innards into the
confined sanctuary of Girdles
Even my people,
right handed.
Afropuff Wonderbread
women
forget how to detangle our
Childrens hair without plastic and
Butters that could kill elephants.
To the women of Juchitan
You are an Udu drum in the shape of Earth
a rain dance underwater.
A Basket woven by the lint of dead skinned angles.
Did you undo your arms just to plant the sun in me? in you?
Do you know your own strength?
Skin Rhyming with the ancient
picture books of goddesses
You can wipe the sweat off of fridas brown and see the good you wove
into her.
The women of Juchitan.
In stories, I root for you
Modern folktales, the stifled newspapers depict you as back against
the men
swollen lips, monroe mole, fish hook finger in vagina, waving traffic
with dirty arms,
clenched legs riding rum soaked tampons whorehouse.
but I promise –– no one who
knows
the smell
of a man's palm
believed
them

Deja Carr is a poet and musician. Born in the Bronx, she now calls Hadley, Massachusetts her
home. She is a student at the Pioneer Valley Performing Arts School, where she focuses on
creative writing, music and African American studies. Carr is also the lead singer of “Who’da
Funk it,” the Pioneer Valley’s premiere local femaledriven band known for their genre and
genderbending music. Her music and poetry reflects the realities and triumphs of her own life,
all while critiquing and commenting on society at large.



CRUSHAnnie Avery

Grief has made me reckless.
I sleep with the door open,
let anything crawl in
to consume me.
Where will I put my mouth?
My hands?
My breath?
They are vagrants.
I could let go ––
fall across a sea of strangers,
let my parts be separated
and carried away.

Annie Avery’s poetry has appeared in sPARKLE & bLINK and she is the creator and editor of
heardmagzine.com. Annie is also writing an LGBTQthemed screenplay which she hopes to
produce in 2014. Aside from writing, she has been known to perform standup comedy and
enjoys practicing backbends.



UNTITLED IIAmy Silbergeld

leaving punctuates
we have something to trill about
life is so long

money rattle
money march
money wrap me now
this is in fact an island
where money rattles money marches
money wraps us all

Amy Silbergeld is the author of Rape Joke (Tired Hearts Press, 2013) and RAINN: A Novel
(Freke Räiha Forlag, forthcoming). Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Fence, NAP,
Gertrude, and elsewhere. She holds an MFA from Columbia and lives in New York.



Noushin Arefadib is an Australian Iranian poet, photographer, and human rights activist.
She has worked in the area of development for over 10 years.



THE WILLOWAnna De Vaul

I hold it together, stay smooth and breath shallow, until I leave I5 and
start down Sunset. Then I don’t know what to do with my hands and my
thoughts, or where to rest my eyes. So many things have changed.

On the radio they’re talking about the man who’s been on Jeopardy
for fortyseven nights. He’s made millions, and everybody knows his
name. Instant success. He’s on top of the world.

It seems like no matter how hard I struggled I never managed to
make it that high, never reached a place where I could stop and look back
and smile. I wish it were that easy, that I could get by on knowing the
names and facts about things. That I could go back to a perfect house and
perfect life, knowing nothing.

When you go on Jeopardy they make you pick a single fascinating
fact about yourself to tell the audience. I already know what mine would
be. I’d say, Alex, I lived twentythree years in a yurt. And everyone would
smile.

I lived twentythree years in a yurt, and had three babies there,
too, two that lived and one that didn’t. And I helped other women have
other babies in other yurts across the compound or down the stream, and
I watched some of those babies die, too.

I had a husband in that yurt, and a life. And outside I had my
thinking spot, the patch of ground under the willow tree where I buried
Felicity before she was a week old and where the afterbirths from Calm
and Able were.

That wasn’t strange. The woods east of Bellingham are filled with
the bodies of babies. They’re buried all over. We lost so many that there’s
no way you could count them, no way to ever say for sure you’d found
them all. We didn’t write it down anywhere and we didn’t mark the sites.
We counted on our brains to remember or forget, whichever one we chose,
and we moved on. And pretty soon it was normal.

The first time I drove down Sunset Drive it was with Soldier by my
side and the pieces of our yurt in the truck bed behind us. We were part of
a convoy, moving out from Seattle with the rest of the One Family to set
up shop on our farm. This was all the middle of nowhere then. Thick
forest on either side of the road and a few vacation cabins scattered back
in the trees. And, a mile and a half before the farm, an old wooden sign
for the Sunset Cemetery, est. 1882.

I wanted to stop, back then, to see the cemetery. I wanted to



wander around the graves and try to trace the history of all the dates and
inscriptions. Soldier and I’d met doing rubbings at Jimi Hendrix’s grave,
and in a carton behind our seat were piles of the rubbings we’d done
together all over the state. At night we sometimes laid in bed and shuffled
them around, made up stories to fit the facts.

I didn’t get to see the cemetery that day. Soldier said there were too
many things to do. And after that I didn’t have the time or a way to get
there. There were a lot of other things on my mind, and I forgot about it.
This is the first time I’ve stopped at the sign.

On Jeopardy last night they had a category all about the Bible. I
could have beat that one with my eyes closed and both hands tied behind
my back. A pure heart is the only weapon a warrior of God needs. But it
reminded me of early morning services in the farmhouse and the way the
sunlight through the stained glass windows sunk into the red oak floors
like blood. The same light hit Love’s eyes and lit them up so they looked
like they were filled with fire when he preached. It was like his passion
showed through and you couldn’t help but listen up, shiver a little, take
note. In that light he always looked his best.

Calm and Able don’t remember Love like that. They don’t
remember their father the way I do, either. We don’t see the world the
same way. When we first moved I tried to take advantage of that. I tried
to make everything an adventure but they were old enough to see through
me. The first night, in the shelter we stayed in until we got an apartment,
Calm asked me if we left because of Love and I said yes. He asked if I still
loved the Family, and I said yes. I told him it was like Soldier and I, no
lack of love but sometimes we just didn’t get along. He looked at me from
under those long lashes and said, “But you lost Dad because you sinned so
bad.” And I knew I would never know how to explain it so they
understood.

Those first months were hard. That was when I discovered
Jeopardy. I needed something to keep my mind off the last day with Love,
the way I left everything behind. It seemed like something I could do,
come up with questions instead of answers. It seemed like something I’d
been doing all my life.

I’d settle the boys into bed and turn on the TV to fill in the silence.
It was still new enough to be a commodity, TV time, new enough to be
precious. I watched Alex Trebek every night the same way I’d watched
Love: exclusively, devotedly. I thought he must be the smartest man in
the world to know so much. And his knowledge was the right sort, all
facts and figures, dates and times, cold and detached and impersonal.



Undemanding. Comforting.
But before I had Alex I had Felicity, or at least the idea of her.
The cemetery doesn’t have a parking area, just a wide gravel patch

at the side of the road, and I wonder if my car will be safe. Twentythree
years ago I wouldn’t have worried.

The graves are down a dirt path, set back away from the road.
There’s less than a quarter acre of land inside the chain link fence. The
grass is brown and filled with dandelions and buttercups, a few stray
rosebushes. There’s barely any breeze, and the air is silent, heavy, still.
Empty. The markers all look old, and I wonder if anyone ever comes here.
I wonder if it was exactly like this, wild and empty, the day I drove by
with Soldier.

When the Family first moved from Capitol Hill to the farm, we
planned for permanence. We built a water system, wood troughs down
the mountain, and we raised the barn. And we planted orchards.

We never made a graveyard. It probably would have been illegal
anyway, against county regulations. But we never could see why it
mattered when the county didn’t keep track of us and didn’t know when
we died.

It started out with the babies. It was so hard to keep them. We
lived in yurts in the woods. No electricity, no heat, no Haagen down the
street when the latenight munchies hit. It was so cold the day I had
Felicity that the ice stung my eyes and I could see my breath when I
screamed. I warmed her blankets by the fire and wrapped her up tight. I
wanted her to be warm. In the end they thought she smothered to death.
Too much of a good thing is still deadly.

I don’t know who started it, but we began burying the bodies under
trees, and later on we planted new trees each time, in small private
ceremonies so it got to be that every time I saw the goldygreen of new
leaves my thighs and heart ached. But we adjusted. We moved on. We
had more babies and we lived life, and we didn’t stop to talk when we saw
sad women sitting under trees.

Those babies are still there. Tiny bones buried under bushes and
trees. So many that every step walks over another one. So many that
every little red huckleberry on every bush got a bit of its color from the
baby buried beneath.

Almost all of the graves in the Sunset Cemetery are children. Boys
killed in war and babies who died. The Evans family have five INFANT
stones, all between 1813 and 1823. Farmers, I tell myself. No access to
doctors, out here in the wilderness. It was just the price of life.



We told ourselves that, too. We told ourselves it was the will of
God. We were told it was something we had to bear.

Now everything is changing. Able told me last week. Bankruptcy.
They’re selling the land and moving to a smaller place east of the
mountains. Saying goodbye and starting over. Instead of the loose circle
of yurts there’s going to be a summer camp. Countless children will run
laughing over little bones, will find tiny joints from fingers and toes and
take them home. Look, Daddy. Isn’t it neat? And in the desert, in the
east, more trees will be planted.

I cried when I heard the news. Able looked so worried I wondered if
he thought I was going crazy, wondered if he thought it was laughter or
relief or just Mom off in lala land again. Even so I couldn’t explain it. A
lot of it was the thought of the bodies, baby or not. But I also cried
because it was an ending. We tried to follow Love and live a happy life.
We tried to make it utopia. We failed, and we lost a lot along the way.

But even when it was bad, it was always home. Always family.
And I knew the willow was safe.

Now I know I can’t leave Felicity there. I can’t bear the thought of
my daughter buried under blacktop or being ripped apart by a backhoe.
The idea of strangers’ shoes pounding her bones into dust. Last night
while I watched Jeopardy I decided. I have to save her.

I spend an hour in the cemetery, just sitting and thinking. Waiting
until working hours are over and everyone’s headed home. It’s a peaceful
place, with lots of empty space between graves. Plenty of room for a few
more.

They say it’s natural to have a nesting instinct, that we never want
to leave home, leave anything behind. Salmon swim back to their
birthplace to spawn. Look at everything the Israelites went through
trying to get home. So even though I haven’t been back for nearly four
years, I know I can find Felicity’s tree. I know where the water runs
clearest and where Love punishes the penitents. I know how much they
all must miss the land.

This is the time to do it. This weekend the boys are in Eastern
Washington with their father. The Family is setting up shop. I can see
them buildings platforms for yurts, raised high so someday the space
underneath can become a storage room. I can see them figuring out
irrigation, watching eagles dive at field mice during smoke breaks,
listening to Love while they eat. Nobody is thinking about babies. Nobody
is planning burial grounds. I can see it because I was there once. But I
think this time one thing will be different. I think this time women are
already noticing trees with broad leaves, shady spaces, and places where



pinecones fall. I think this time they already know.
I don’t know how all of it will affect Calm and Able. They were

born on the farm, grew up in the Family. I don’t know what they’ll want
to do. They’re older now, teenagers, strong. Old enough to stay out past
Jeopardy. Old enough to know their own minds. They’ll decide what they
want to do and I’ll have to watch them do it. I can’t stand in their way
forever no matter how much I want to.

Sometimes I wonder what it’s like for them now that Soldier has a
new family, a new wife and kids. I wonder if they feel jealous or if they’re
secure in their places as the big brothers, the first sons. I wonder if
Compassion treats them the same way she does her own children. But
Calm and Able don’t talk about their time with their father. Soldier
seems to be a taboo subject, their weekends with him wiped clean every
Sunday night at seven when they come back home. It’s like they live in
two separate worlds and I don’t know which side inspired the divide.

Compassion came along when the boys were five and eight, after
the first time I went against Love. She was my punishment. Soldier got a
new wife, a worthy wife. I lived with the new family as their helper. It
was horrible. The fear of losing my sons was the only reason I stayed. I
still loved Soldier. You can hang up however many sheets you want, but
yurts still only have one room.

We lived like that for a long time. Long enough for it to be normal
as far as the kids knew. We weren’t the only ones.

The farm is a few miles off Sunset, but it seems farther. It seems
like it takes hours. It seemed like that when I left, too, like I’d never get
far enough to flag down a car, to find a stranger to take myself and my
boys away.

The Family discouraged strangers for that reason. Our annual
One World Festival was the only exception, and even then we kept the
visitors in the festival field and the tours under tight control. We didn’t
need outsiders interrupting our life or influencing our children.

Now the woods are full of workers. Men in hardhats driving
tractors and digging trenches, running plumbing through our pastures.
That’s why I’ve waited until evening, until after the prying eyes have
left. Felicity has always been my secret, mine alone. And I don’t want
anyone to see me digging up her bones.

The shadows are starting to stretch when I pull up, when I park
my car outside the chained gate. All around I hear birds cry, smell pitch,
watch sunlight splinter through pines. The forest, the farm, really is like
its own little world. We wanted an island, an oasis of love. We just ended
up isolated and alone. Unable to escape.



I left when the boys were ten and thirteen. By then Love had
slipped too far and he couldn’t stop us like he used to. I was kneeling in
front of him one day counting the oily cracks in the concrete of the
basement floor when something snapped. I realized I could just go. Could
just leave Love behind. No more penitence, no more worrying about food,
no more fear. That was the last time he punished me. I left the next day.

Now I’m back. Carrying a knapsack full of food and supplies,
unafraid of going without. I have everything I need. I have a Tupperware
container for Felicity and a new trowel. I want to do it right. I want to
watch the sun set one last time through the willow. I want to remember
how it all could have been. And I want to find somewhere safe for
Felicity, somewhere she can rest. I want to be together again.

I can’t really tell how it felt to lose Felicity except to say it’s the
worst thing in the world to watch a tiny chest stay still after you’ve seen
it rise and fall, measured your own breaths to fit the same pattern. It’s an
awful feeling and it covers every part the body. My sinuses were stinging
weights that fell against my forehead every time I moved. My hair split
and frayed. And my voice shook and rose, shook and rose, until I sounded
like twoyearold Joy from across the way, no years or experiences or
understanding left. Just me, alone.

I was lucky, though. I only lost one. Most of the other women lost
more, had more. But I stopped. I said, no more. And after Soldier had a
new wife I didn’t have to worry. At least as long as I stayed away from
Love.

In the beginning, we were freer. Almost carefree. In the beginning,
we were different.

In the beginning, we were hippies. We lived on Capitol Hill, grew
organic vegetables, made macramé wall hangings and listened to Love
talk about love. About compassion, and forgiveness, about the need to
stand strong and proud and stay loyal to your beliefs and your brothers.
We believed in Jesus and we believed in Love.

The philosophy was simple: We are one, bound by love. Levi Oscar
came up with it, became Love One. He said love is all around, love holds
us together, and that became the answer to every question we asked.
Love, higher than anything or anybody else.

Now I live in Seattle again, on Queen Anne. Same city, different
hill. Worlds away from that house in the seventies and worlds away from
the Family now. When I wake up in the morning, I see gray. Asphalt,
smog, sky. When I left the Family I lost colors like amber, yellowgreen,
and gold. I lost the sound of silence. I left behind a lot.



People called us a cult. They pointed to stray incidents. Old
rumors of trying to resurrect the dead, a few drug overdoses. They made
accusations about new members giving up their assets and taking new
names. When we moved to the farm we thought we’d be free of that, free
to be a culture instead of a cult. We were glad to get away from the
influence of television and radio and the mass media machine. We looked
forward to the farm and the Family being our only world for our
children.

We were trying to make something pure. We wanted a simple life
close to nature and close to God. And in the beginning, it was good. Fair.
We suffered together when there was sadness and we shared in
everything. Love lost babies, too. People used to call us the Teflon cult,
and Love the Teflon man, because nothing would stick to us. It seemed
to me that Love suffered, too, even so. It seemed to me that his
intentions started out pure no matter what the results were.

When I walk up the drive to his house, I realize the irony in all
that. I realize I still believe what I was once told. Here is the simple
truth: our children froze to death while Love had a roaring fire in every
room. While Love lived in his warm house all alone. All the excuses in
the world can’t cover that up. He could have saved some of them. He
could have been our savior.

Felicity died before she saw a single week. After that I changed.
Instead of singing on Sundays I watched Love’s hands, the tightening of
his grip when he got excited. I saw the brown roots of his teeth and how
his fingernails always carried a rusty residue. I couldn’t focus on the
words, there or anywhere else. My hurt was so big I couldn’t get high
and fly over it. My feet were tangled in the roots of the trees.

Felicity became my resting spot. My respite. Part of it was the
willow. I slipped through the branches like I had the hanging strings of
beads in the house on Capitol Hill and found myself somewhere new.
The light was a different color and texture. The dirt smelled so sweet
and salty I rubbed it on my wrists, between my toes. I crumbled it on my
tongue and tasted cool copper. I leaned my cheek against the trunk and
wondered if the bark was a soft roughness or a rough softness. And even
though I could hear muted sounds, nobody saw me where I sat.

I talked to her. Long monologues directed at a girl with green eyes
and gold hair, weathered brown willow skin. I was honest under that
tree, stripped clean. And all the while it drank from water filtered
through her bones. It drank my tears and grew.

That was back when I was barely older than Calm is now, almost



myself. That was back when I thought we could change things, change
the world, that we could make a new and perfect place for our children
to grow.

No children grew in Love’s house. Even after we started mostly
staying in our marriages, even after he started acknowledging his kids,
they stayed with their mothers in yurts and tents and under trees. I
never heard a little boy’s laugh come out of the house, never saw a little
girl skipping through the halls. It was a place where, above all, children
behaved. It was the place where we were most often punished, the place
where decisions were made. It was a place we didn’t want to be except
for services.

When I pass by I clench my fists, cover the fingernails that no
longer grow right, and wonder what secrets the house holds. What the
realtor said about stains when he talked about cabinets and floors. I
wonder what kinds of removing and remodeling had to go on all over the
farm before buyers could look around.
It’s strange to be here. I feel like I’m trespassing even though it’s empty
and I’m alone. I haven’t been back to the farm since I left. Too scared,
mostly. Even though I was only a few miles away when I lived in
Bellingham, I met Soldier in the Haggen parking lot when it was his
turn to have the boys. I watched out the window until the Family truck
rolled up. Then I turned my back and did my shopping. Mingled with
people looking at dripping pork loins and lobsters in tanks. Filled my
basket with beans and rice and hurried home before the truck could
come back.

I was ashamed then. I left and I kept my boys, but even so I
couldn’t look anyone in the Family in the eye. Couldn’t face them,
couldn’t face Love, and I knew it. I was a traitor and I was afraid even
though I had a social worker and custody papers they’d find a way to
bring me back. Find a way to keep Calm and Able. And I was afraid,
deep down, that I really was a traitor. That I’d look into Love’s eyes and
realize I really had gone astray.

Now I kiss the boys goodbye before they head for the Greyhound
station on Family weekends. I pack a lunch, 3 PBJs and an apple each,
and I send them on their way. I can’t keep them from Soldier and that
means I can’t keep them from Love. So every time I twist tissue through
my fingers, smile too wide, and tell them to have a good time.

Now they’re teenagers, men really. They’re old enough to make
their own decisions. But I listened to Love preach, I lived in his Family,
I learned my lessons. I know. And I’m scared again. I’m scared that east



of the mountains it will all start again. This time I won’t be there,
young and naïve and eager. This time it will be my sons. And I don’t
want my granddaughters to end up under trees.

I wonder if they’ve taken the trees, any of the women. If they
moved them to new homes, kept them from becoming part of the
summer camp. I wonder if there are already craters in the forest floor.

The gardens are empty, dry and gray. Here and there a few faded
leaves stick up, but no plants, no produce. When I walk by I look for
holes in the dirt but all I see is a stray snake slithering back towards
the farmhouse.

It makes me sick to see the gardens like that. Empty, unloved.
We all sweated over them, prayed over them, and Love watched us
work them. It was the difference between extra helpings and an empty
belly. We all looked around at other people’s plates when we gathered
to eat at night. It was habit. That was how we knew who worked
hardest, who Love liked. Gardening was one of the few things I ever did
right, the only reason I ate some nights. My green thumb could grow
anything.

We grew a lot more than vegetables on our land. A lot more than
edibles. Our plan was to be selfsufficient, to need nothing from outside.
Mostly we managed it. Learned to live without things like ice and
electricity, the extras. I carefully cultivated fungi with manure from our
cows. I added the right ingredients until the acidity of the soil was
perfect for a new strain of herb we called Intense One. I grew blood red
tomatoes as big as baseballs. And I thought a lot about how, no matter
where we went, there was no space for a garden that was unshaded by
trees.

Love tried to sell the trees. Tried to log the land to pay off old
debts. In the end the bank sued and stopped him, said he was
destroying their collateral. It was a lastditch effort to save the farm,
and it failed. By then I was already gone. I don’t know what the Family
thought of it all. I just know they’ve gone, they followed Love to new
land.

But they’ve left behind their babies. The ones that have grown
and moved on and the ones that are wrapped in roots and moss. Just
like I left behind Felicity. Just like Calm and Able will leave me.
Running, to or from, afraid to look back for fear of turning to salt.
Afraid to see what they’ve left behind, afraid to see it waiting for them.
Afraid to see they’re still stuck in the same place and will stay stuck
until they turn around and face what they fear.



That’s why I wanted to come here, to go back so I can move on.
To find a way to say I’m sorry to Felicity, find a place she’ll be safe and
sane and happy. That’s all we can really ask for in our children’s lives. I
have a chance with her now the Family has gone. I need to know I did
everything I could. I have to save one of them.

The summer has been so dry that the paths feel sandy and hot
beneath my bare feet, and in the quiet every crunch of a dry leaf sends
birds screaming into the sky. I jump every time, startled, and then look
around, ashamed, like someone’s watching me. It’s a familiar feeling
out here.

That’s one of the reasons I loved the willow. We never had
privacy in the Family. It was only when people thought I was mourning
that I was free to be me.

Craziness was a constant subject on the farm. It explained a lot
of things – disobedience, the desire to leave, any allegations against
Love. And of course insanity came from Satan.

People said I was crazy. My family when I became part of the
One Family, Love when I wanted to leave. My boys when I tried to be
honest, to tell them the truth about it all. It seemed like nobody ever
listened to me, before Felicity. It seemed like nobody understood.

They tried to cure me of my craziness, each in their own way.
Explanations, exorcisms, examples. Each time eventually I gave in,
gave up, laid down and showed my stomach. Snuck away later when
they weren’t looking.

I’m not the only one who left. I’m not the only one who buried a
baby. I’m not the only one who suffered. I’m not the only, but I’m alone.

The willow looks gaunt, like it’s not getting enough water. The
branches droop and the edges of the leaves are brittle brown. The dirt
underneath has turned from rich redblack to tan and is dry as powder.
I wonder what it would taste like now.

When we left the farm I tried to find things to fill the time so the
boys would be busy. We got library cards and I read them stories about
misfits. Mowgli and the wolves, Harry Potter, Jesus. Stories about
people who weren’t quite like the rest of their world, and how they
succeeded. I wanted them to have role models, to know they’d get
through tough times. The problem is every one of those characters went
back home in the end, went back to their own kind. That’s how they
dealt with their differences, how they kept from being alone. Now the



boys will have learned that lesson. These last four years have taught
them enough about loneliness. They’ll go back to the family and fit right
in. And I’ll be left behind. The willow is the only place I’ve ever
belonged.

When we started burying the babies under trees the idea was
that they’d return to the land. We didn’t need markers because their
souls were in Heaven, not underground. But I wish I would have made
a marker for Felicity. A gray rock that says INFANT, a name and a
date. Because I can’t find her.

I thought I remembered where she was buried. I thought there
couldn’t be that much room under a willow for a grave. I didn’t think
about the way things grow and change over two decades, or that she
might really have returned to the land. I didn’t think about how hard it
would be to use a trowel in the dry forest floor.

I dig hole after hole in a row, scoop out the walls in between just
in case. There’s no moisture in the dirt, no earthworms, no beetles, no
bones. Nothing. My tears disappear without a trace. It’s like she
became the willow and everything she was before is gone. The willow
has become her, or she’s become it.

I imagine how that must work, where willow meets bone. Roots
growing through ribs until they’re unmovable, permanent, part of the
tree. And a few feet away, another tree, another baby body growing tall.
This is the place she fits in.

I realize the cemetery would have been wrong. I can’t put a green
growing girl in the middle of granite. It’s like me in the city, too much
cement and lonely sadness. I can’t cut her off from everything she ever
knew. For better or worse we’re both where we should be. In the end we
belong with our kind.

I make the cuts carefully, then lie back and let the dry earth
drink.

Anna De Vaul was born and raised in the Pacific Northwest but now lives and writes in
Norwich. She is currently editing her first novel. Her fiction and poetry have appeared in
various journals including Gertrude, Saw Palm, and Wasafiri.



Noushin Arefadib is an Australian Iranian poet, photographer, and human rights activist.
She has worked in the area of development for over 10 years.



MAN RAYJessica Goody
I: Venus Restored
An ecstatic torso
wrapped with twine
netted, spiderwebbed,
sectioned like a butcher’s
cut of meat.
Breasts bound like brisket,
ribs
laced like bondage gear
shoulders strung ––
a parcel in
brown paper and string.
II: Solarization
She sleeps
head cradled along her shoulder,
arms curved as in port de bras.
Her arms twist
gracefully, knotting.
Her body is framed in charcoal,
rimmed by a milky halo
and puddled in shadows.
Her fingers stipple her cheeks.
III: Berenice
Sad Berenice,
eyes soft with tears
complexion blotchy with emotion
gamine hair, her
fingers curved over her
rounded chin,
fingers curled
as though taking tea.

Jessica Goody’s work has appeared in the anthologies Timepieces, Seasons of Change, Moonlight
Café’s Poetry By Moonlight, Songs of Sandy, Bards Annual 2013, Voices Israel 2013, The Sun
Magazine, The Sun City Packet, PrimalZine, SunSations Magazine, Cyclamens and Swords, the blogs
Tiny Buddha, Little Eagle's Re\Verse, Getting Along with Grief, Addictive Fiction, Riot Grrl Online,
and Poetica. She was awarded an honorable mention in the 2011 Lucidity Poetry Journal
International Competition, was a quarterfinalist in the 2012 Mary Ballard Poetry Prize Competition,
and was a Featured Poetess of SpiralMuse.com. She has written two volumes of poetry and a mystery
novella and is seeking their publication. She is currently at work on her first novel.



SCHEHERAZADE, AS THE SUN GOES DOWNLyn Lifshin

Maybe she thought of him
as a child asking to be told
about a past dream, or some
familiar story never ending
as it did. She knows his
tantrums, the knives in his
eyes. Others haven't made it,
escaped, stayed alive. But
she's got a stonestrong,
wild, riveting plot. No, plots,
and images to keep him as
glued to her as if she was
stripping, revealing slices
and flashes of an exotic sexy
body. She's a quick change
artist, her stories the cape the
bull of his appetite tries to
gore. There are bodies stock
piled before her. She is steely,
fanatically bright. Their
nights are brilliant blue. Like
a magical tree's never
ending explosion of plums,
she spins stories he can't help
but lust for more of, each
one more tantalizing

Lyn Lifshin has published over 140 books and chapbooks and edited three anthologies of
women's writing, including Tangled Vines, which stayed in print 20 years. She has several
books from Black Sparrow Books. Her web site, www.lynlifshin.com, shows the variety of her
work from the equine books The Licorice Daughter: My Year with Ruffian and Barbaro: Beyond
Brokenness to recent books about dance: Ballroom, Knife Edge and Absinthe: The Tango
Poems. Other new books include For the Roses: Poems for Joni Mitchell; All The Poets Who
Touched Me; A Girl Goes Into The Woods; Tangled as the Alphabet: The Istanbul Poems.
Forthcoming in 2014: Secretariat: The Red Freak, The Miracle; Malala; and Luminous Women:
Enheduanna, Scheherazade and Nefertiti.



THE WOMEN OF THE FAMILYAnnie Virginia Robertson

The day King was shot, the iron sighed sleepy
as she said simply “good,”
but the whole world in the neighborhood wept
the day Kennedy died.
She sang gospel and doo wop while she freed
the wrinkles from her husband’s shirts.
My mother used to sing gospel hymns
to our family iguana, held him on his back
and his eyes closed slow at the mention of the lamb.
She was a nurse and never painted her fingernails;
she didn’t want a patient to see red spots and think
he was dying. Her smokethroat Southern drawl
was a spoonfull of sugar or a masonsip of liquor
to the ill, so my mother was sick a lot as a child.
I was sick a lot as a child and my mother slept in my bed
to keep me alive, to keep her away from him, this is why
my father left, she tells me years later.
The kitchen table must’ve been linoleum, almost sticky like years
of spills, but she kept everything spotless, covered it
with a cotton cloth to match this season’s curtains.
She made the same meals, one for each day of the week,
all laid out before her husband got home drunk or ready,
kept pepper off the table so he wouldn’t redface choke
to death; she worried. Their table was Marlboros
and salt, clenched fists and sweet tea.
We always ate at restaurants as kids before the money went,
my father usually took us while she stayed in my bed and nursed
herself awake through the night with pills I never saw
and bourbon I did. I didn’t know to worry about pepper.
They wore white gloves to go out shopping some Saturdays,
she made everything a veil between her baby girls and the world,
kept her door locked as his cancer grew in her breasts.
She remembered the way their mouths felt pulling the lace
from her body, wished something hurt lovingly anymore.
My mother refused to shut her door. I never slept
until the light was out and then never slept
because the light was out. I heard everything



she ever said. She told us no one should have to
keep secrets, no one should have to suffer alone.
Children’s cancer grows in different patterns.
While her husband made friends in white gowns,
ran around the bonfire nights like a boy with no intention
of growing up and sure of his way with a slingshot,
she broke their gun up into pieces and buried it hidden
in drawers around the house.
My mother thought she grew up in a household
without guns. She was grown by the time she found out
her baby sister had pieced together all her mother hid
and pieced apart her skull.
My grandmother died before my mother had babies,
before she lost the bodies of her own.

Annie Virginia Robertson is a Southern runaway coming upon her last semester at Sarah
Lawrence College where she is studying poetry. She is a vigilante and a teddy bear. She is
currently applying for teaching positions and wilderness therapy field positions, even though her
mother is afraid of what lurks in the woods. Her work is published in The Dead Mule School of
Southern Literature, The Literary Bohemian, and is upcoming in Sibling Rivalry Press's queer
South anthology.



A LETTER TO EXBOYFRIEND #7Michelle Ornat

At first I thought it was a forger
who sent me a letter
in your chop suey handwriting
because when I saw you in California last year
you swore your last letter to me
would be your last.
Then, just yesterday,
in the middle of the frozen
food aisle at the Aldi’s
I ran into your mother crying
about how you’d tied yourself
up in the basement
when the space shuttle program was canceled.
JFK wanted to go to the moon
and do a bunch of other things,
not because it was easy,
but because it was hard
and he was only fortyfour
during the Bay of Pigs Invasion.
You’re almost forty.
And I hear you won’t get out of your bathrobe.
I can’t find your letter
but I predict it was one of those “what if”
letters that started and ended
with what you think I ought to have done for you
to make it all better
but forgot to say in the middle
how you gave up on me a long time ago.
Would a slice of pork pie,
fifty bucks and a rub down,



a case of Heineken
and a girl to wash your sheets
make it all better?
I’m sorry. That was shitty of me.
You know, I had a dream where I woke up
paralyzed in a luddite work house.
My only job was to strop straight razors,
but my hands were twisted into claws.
I hope this finds you well.

Michelle Ornat has had a hell of a 2013: one of her beagles passed on, she moved to Virginia,
she got a new job managing a terrific public library, she bought a home, avoided the emergency
room and all of her girlfriends are kicking ass professionally and personally. She was also
selected as a finalist for the 2013 Rattle Poetry Prize. Her poems have appeared in Broad!, The
American Poetry Review, the University of Iowa’s Examined Life, Alliterati, Gravel, Mas
Tequila Review, Rattle and more.



THIS ONE PIGEONJessica Otto

The pigeon made mistakes.
            —Frida Kahlo

 
I never reluctantly stood in a queue; I enjoyed putting my own
groceries in my own plastic bags, on my own, my own way. When I
wasn’t working or fucking my boyfriend I after buying groceries after
standing in a queue I walked around the space between Reading Jail
and Jackson’s Corner. The space between Reading Jail and Jackson’s
Corner has the mall with the cash point, the chocolate shop where my
boyfriend’s ex works, and a pub that would not hire me but sells really
good mead, and a church. Reading Jail has a very high wall. A friend
of my boyfriend said the space between Reading Jail and Jackson’s
Corner is the best space to go if you felt like climbing the church tower
with a sniper rifle and a sack lunch. According to my boyfriend,
Reading doesn’t have a cathedral because it isn’t big enough. There
were a lot of days that felt like that when I wasn’t working, queuing,
or fucking my boyfriend. There were a lot of pigeons in that space. A
lot of those pigeons didn’t have all their toes. I saw this one pigeon
that had no feet at all but could walk amazingly well. There are thin
metal spikes on the ledges of buildings. When a pigeon tries to land it
loses its toes or its feet. But it’s not inhumane because when the
pigeons try to land they have the option to fly away.

Jessica Otto lives with her boyfriend, who is now her husband, in the swamplands of Arkansas
with their many cats. She holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Goddard College and is
currently working towards a career in the transportation industry. If you see her on the road, in
a big truck, feel free to say "hi."



UNTITLED IIIAmy Silbergeld

i hear the banks don’t sleep
the moon means nothing to them
moon bail me moon bail me out
i hear the banks are made of glass
a bank is a picture of glass
i hear a bank is a picture of glass
money rattles money marches
i fear you are a waterfront condo
i fear i am the third rail

Amy Silbergeld is the author of Rape Joke (Tired Hearts Press, 2013) and RAINN: A Novel
(Freke Räiha Forlag, forthcoming). Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Fence, NAP,
Gertrude, and elsewhere. She holds an MFA from Columbia and lives in New York.



MINT CHOCOLATE CHIPAlexis Misko

After the red purple
fades to brown
fades to yellow
my knees don’t ache
anymore so
I pull them to my chest.
In the middle room dim
the wisps of carpet catch
the edge of my nose
pressed against them.
Breath trembles
gasping in and
eyes closed smelling
shampoo, mine,
reminds me
that I’m still alive.
No matter how warm
his voice leaking comfort
the terror sits with me
like a little girl’s
brown dress shoes waiting
for the first day of school.
I dig my nails into
my ankles waiting
for the feeling to pass
and in the parking lot
garbage trucks howl
that life goes on.
If you ask I’ll be ready
to tell you I watched



a movie where Jack Lemmon
looked like my grandpa,
and it made me cry.
You’ll offer me ice cream
and I’ll smile and
you’ll never know
it was the last thing I ate
before my head hit
the tile.

Alexis Misko’s work has appeared in The Lascaux Review, poetry anthologies The Ides of
March and Celebrate! Young Poets Speak Out, and Til’ All Are Free, a publication supporting
survivors of human trafficking.



LIDSKristin Ito

I am fourteen years old and have a group of girlfriends for the
first time. We go to a mall in Rowland Heights and take glamour shots
together with different outfits on, and that’s how we know we’re
friends. We have sleepovers, where we order pizza and talk about boys.
Sometimes we go to a Korean church one of the girls belongs to, and
listen to the youth group members play alternative rock about love and
faith and Jesus’s open hands. I imagine these hands, young and
effeminate, offering up a light too bright to look at.

It’s a Friday night and we're sprawled out on sleeping bags
spread over the living room floor. Lydia’s parents aren’t home; her
mother is at the pharmacy and her father must be at church. We decide
to do our makeup. Because I have big eyes, they always want to do my
eyeshadow, telling me I’m lucky because I have double eyelids, a term
that is new to me. A crease between my eyes and lids, a part of my
anatomy I've taken for granted until then. They tell me about Asian
girls who have surgery to get them, and I envision doctors slicing up
the delicate skin and stretching it out, creating a loose, wattlelike fold.
Cosmetic surgery to produce a wrinkle.

So I get to sit still and feel the softness of the eyeshadow brush,
like a tiny wad of rabbit fur, starting at the inside of my lids and
moving outward. My friends are experts, dabbing the brush with quick
movements in several powderfilled squares. This set has every shade
of purple imaginable, from a soapy white lavender to a dark royal stain.
It takes a full half hour to do each eye. Sharon is close, her breath
warm and peppery, and I feel a tingling somewhere deep. I remember
an elementary school game called "the shiveries." We'd draw on each
other's backs and blow air on our necks to a rhyme that comes back to
me now in pieces. Crack an egg on your head, let the yolk run down…

Open your eyes, she says, but I don’t want to. I want it to go on
forever. But I comply, and the girls gush and hold up a mirror for me. I
smile and say thank you it looks amazing, but I am confused by the
way I never seem to look any better with makeup. I look like a sad,
clownish version of myself, but I do not tell them this. I never do
anyone’s makeup because I don’t know how, but they don’t hold it
against me. That is just who I am in the group. I am innocent,
sheltered, not streetsmart. I have never had a boyfriend. I mostly
listen.

We wipe glittery fingers on our jeans before grabbing for steamy



slices of pizza from the box. We eat off of paper plates and use napkins
to sop up the grease pools in the curled pepperoni. Our chatter moves
from Dawson’s Creek to boys. The boys from church, the boys from
Upland High, the boys on the wall. At our high school, there is an area
by the library where gray cement walls line both sides of a descending
walkway. The walls are short enough on one end to climb up and sit
with your legs dangling above the students walking to class. Because of
the group of Asian students that congregates there, it is deemed "The
Great Wall of China" and a few months later, I will have an identity
crisis, annoyed and afraid that I am just another Asian face, another
girl who hangs around The Great Wall and likes the boys with long J
pop bangs. I will reject everything, even the group of friends I’ve just
made, because I want to find myself, because I want to separate myself
from these singleeyelided foreigners at the wall.

My mother has told me never to sleep with makeup on, so I wait
until I can hear the girls' heavy breathing before I slip out of my
sleeping bag and make my way to the bathroom. In the nightlight's dim
glow, I use a Kleenex to wipe the eyeshadow off of my eyelids, rubbing
until they hurt. In the halfdarkness, the shimmery lavender now looks
completely opaque on the tissue, as if I could mix a splash of water
with it and paint a wild, iridescent night sky.

Kristin Ito is a writer and content editor currently living in Los Angeles, CA. Her writing has
appeared in Sadie Magazine and Venus Zine.



Noushin Arefadib is an Australian Iranian poet, photographer, and human rights activist.
She has worked in the area of development for over 10 years.



Wiley Reading is a twentysomething nonprofit goon living and working in DC. She would
like to thank her long career in public school for the opportunities it gave her to develop her
drawing skills –– there was just no other way than drawing to survive endless lectures on
Nathaniel Hawthorne and the Pythagorean Theorum. Wiley is a regular contributor at
Disrupting Dinner Parties (disruptingdinnerparties.com), and more of her art can be found at
her Tumblr (notethenotethenote.tumblr.com).

ON BEHALF OF ALL OF US AT BROAD!, WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK
EVERYONE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE AND EVERYONE

WHO IS READING IT RIGHT NOW.
HERE'S TO A HAPPY, PRODUCTIVE, KICKASS 2014!

LOVE,
BRITTANY, T.R., AND HEATHER
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